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About This Game

She Remembered Caterpillars is a color-matching puzzle game with an unsettling fungipunk aesthetic. Set in a phantasgamorphic
world of writhing caterpillars, brightly-colored Gammies, and living architecture, the game will have players eavesdropping on

what appears to be one scientist’s quest to save her father.

As the chapters progress, more of this strange universe will reveal itself: what manner of cataclysm occurred here? Who are the
players involved? And what exactly are the Gammies doing in these dreamscapes?

Winner of Intel Level Up Game Demo’s Best Puzzle Game Award, She Remembered Caterpillars will test your capacity for
problem-solving, dropping you into puzzles of escalating difficulty, each building on the lessons of the last.
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Features

Gorgeous artwork from Symmetrain (IGF 2014 Student Showcase Award) creator Daniel Leander Goffin.

40 levels of brain-bending puzzles, with each new act presenting a fresh mechanic or a different color.

A haunting soundtrack by Thomas Höhl, composer for Galaxy On Fire and the well-known Deponia (1–3) franchise.

She Remembered Caterpillars can easily be played by the color-blind, thanks to its unique usage of shapes and symbols
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Title: She Remembered Caterpillars
Genre: Indie
Developer:
jumpsuit entertainment UG (haftungsbeschränkt)
Publisher:
Ysbryd Games, WhisperGames
Release Date: 17 Jan, 2017
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English,German,French,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Italian
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LO-OP is a very neat little puzzle game with a simple yet very challenging mechanic. The logic puzzles are partially easy and
partially extremely tough to crack, making this a pretty awesomely balanced experience.

Minimalistic yet very content rich and a great addition to the library of logic puzzle fans.. A pretty good game! u can spent
much time on this :D. absolutley terrible game ratings are not correct and thats all i got to say how the ♥♥♥♥ is richie 88 rated.
I really want this game to succeed. I love the idea, the current level of play is very bare, but I can see where they want to go with
it and am very much looking forward to seeing it.

And that's what this is right now. Potential. They have had issues with personnel, and their update timings are atrocious (once
every month or two at best). They haven't had a patch in a long while, but they have teased a major update that they haven't been
able to bring to fruition yet.

I haven't lost hope in Intermarum or this game yet, but I can't recommend the game as is. If this game is something you think
sounds like a good one, put it on your follow or wish list and keep an eye on it, but don't buy it as of yet. Wait until the next
update at least. It's a month or two overdue now. Which leads me into my next point...

They seriously need to up their PR game. Weekly updates would be awesome. Even short ones, just a few sentences saying they
added new graphics to 2 buildings and tested 3 new contracts. Whatever. Anything to let us know that work is still being done.
Something that will keep us even mildly interested. And make the game look less like just another Early Access that went down
the drain of development hell.

In the end, like I said, it has potential. It's current state is playable (at least, i've been able to launch satellites, but that's it), but is
so very barebones right now. I hope to someday change this to a yes and go get it recommendation, but at this rate, it's going to
be a while.

UPDATE: They've finally released their long awaited "Apollo Update". The game looks quite a bit better. There's quite a bit
more to do. It's seems to not be abandoned just yet. There's a lot that still needs work. Many of the buildings don't have a GUI
or any use really yet outside of required for research. It looks like you can build the buildings, research the technologies and
build sapcey things. One significant point to note, the amount of spacey things you can build is ridiculous. This was obviously
the meat of the update (along with the graphics and GUI). The number of satellites, rockets, pieces of equipment are extensive.
You can go all the way to building a fully sustainable Mars Base on the planet of Mars, it looks like. The one thing I wish they
had put into this release was the contracts idea with the NSaAO, but that's not in there yet.

I won't change this to recommended quite yet, but the game is playable, with all the research and pieces you need to build a
Mars Base it looks like. If this game is something you want or are looking forward to, I would consider getting your hopes up.
I'll probably change this to a yes once they get the contract system up and running so that you can have an effective, money-
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making space enterprise. I'm feeling much more positive about this game now.. Greate game, awesome to show How VR could
work, Maybe a full release game like this one day?. This is a alright idea excuted poorly, i would rather watch Breadwinners
than even try to like and play this game for another minute, it could be done good, but it needed much more time than what was
put in it, and to be honest this game is not in the state to be good even when free. It really is a terribly executed clone of Smash
brothers and doing the training mode with one of the 2 characters that i did know of was a horrific experience all on its own.
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I bought this game when it came out and even tho I was terrible at puzzle games I found myself still wanting to play this more
and more as I played. The puzzles were tricky but not unsolveable, the music was just right for what was happening at all times.
Honestly its a good game should buy.. This is in early access and at the moment there is't that much going on with the game, but
at least it works.

http://youtu.be/06h1YLoletk

The game is quite simple.

You create land after which people and chickens (Damn there are a lot of chickens) start to roam the freshly created land.
After this you must build shelter and other buildings that help you'r villagers grow and live.

These building include chicken pens, mines, fishing boats(which at the moment turn into wormholes) and fields of wheat and
such.

Villagers collect these resources and build the buildings when the required resources are available.

Graphics are very simple and very Minecrafty.
Personally I dislike games that mimic the look of Minecraft, because even if the intention is not there, it feels like the dev/devs
are trying to blatantly copy it.

It indeed is in early access so there isn't a lot in it, but at least it works.
I still would't recommend buying it until it leaves the early access if you can wait.

Do check the video if you wish to see some gameplay of it!

http://youtu.be/06h1YLoletk. Are you subscribed to PewDiePie?
lmao 10/10. Fun game where you are a sky pirate fighting sky vikings... Or the other way around.. Wonderfully somber and
endearing. Less horror than htoL#NiQ or Yomawari, but very thick with mood and grimness. This game feels like it could have
been part of the Grimm fairy tales, nevermind of its art and music fitting squarely into that.

This is a 2D puzzle platformer in which you are given control of two characters, the titular Rose and her stone giant companion.
The standout feature is Rose's ability to stop or restore an object's ability to be manipulated. With the giant as the heavy lifter
and being impervious to most of the death-dealing hazards the player can encounter, these mechanics form the toolboxes to
solve the puzzle offerings. Dying is a common theme in this game, and is actually required to progress in some parts. Blood and
red are also a large part of the theme, and you'll eventually find deceased bodies who still have fresh blood on them, letting you
absorb the blood to recount a past memory of theirs.

Pretty solid gameplay, a heartwarming but bittersweet tragedy of a story, and haunting immersion the moment you start, A Rose
in the Twilight gave me the fuzzies.. This game speaks to me, on an entirely new level.. I enjoyed the game, short as it was. I
wouldn't mind seeing this game be expanded upon, much like other games on Steam have been. I do wish there was more to the
game though. Perhaps equipment, for example. That being said it was a nice experience. I look forward to seeing more by the
developer. Also, I enjoyed how it was ported for Mac. I find that, despite it being a relatively simple process to do, not many
people port their RPGMaker games to Mac. I understand for more complex games in different engines, but in my experience
8-9 times out of 10 I can get RPGMaker games to work using Wineskin, which is a popular medium for porting RPGMaker
games. So good on you Yitz.. this is actually a good game. it may look bad from first looks, but if you are looking for a chill,
100% acheivement game, then this is the game for you. Peace of cake!. I have no words
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